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SECTION 1: CERTIFICATE/POLICY DESCRIPTION
CANCER CERTIFICATE/POLICY
Washington National Solutions® Cancer (CN) is one of the best of its kind in the industry and one of our most
successful products. This product was designed with input from Washington National Insurance Company
policyholders and agents, as well as feedback from physician focus groups and former cancer patients.
Solutions Cancer helps offer lifestyle protection and a helping hand. This supplemental insurance coverage has
four benefit levels to fit almost any budget. Solutions Cancer helps protect your clients and their loved ones from
out-of-pocket costs that may not be covered by major medical insurance.
Below is a summary of the benefit structure and standard certificate/policy language. Each plan offers different
benefit options, but some benefits mandated by state-specific requirements may not be included in certain plans.
Refer to the state-variation grid (CN-STATE-GRID) on WNbizlink.com for more information.
BENEFIT

STANDARD DESCRIPTION

First-occurrence*
express payment

A lump-sum indemnity payment is made when the covered person is diagnosed for the first time with any
internal cancer.

HealthAdvocateSM
service

This benefit is payable once for each person; it is not payable for a skin cancer diagnosis. Children receive a 50%
higher benefit. Each plan includes one unit of coverage, or $1,000 ($1,500 for children). Up to 19 additional
units can be purchased for a maximum benefit of $20,000 ($30,000 for children). The maximum allowable
lump-sum coverage a dependent child can have among all Washington National products is $30,000. Coverage
cannot be issued if it would exceed this maximum.
This benefit is provided to each covered person under this certificate/policy for support with any medical
condition. A cancer diagnosis is not needed to use this service.

Inpatient hospital
confinement

HealthAdvocate provides a personal representative when a covered person has concerns or questions about
his/her health or prescribed treatment.
An indemnity payment is made per day when a covered person is confined to the hospital as an inpatient. A
day is defined as 24 hours.

U.S. government
inpatient hospital
confinement

Inpatient drugs and
diagnostic testing

Comfort drugs
(outpatient)

For the first 30 days or less, we pay the amount listed on the benefit schedule. Beginning with the 31st day, we
pay the increased amount on the benefit schedule. Confinements that occur within 30 days of each other are
considered one confinement.
This benefit has the same structure as inpatient hospital confinement.
However, this benefit is paid in lieu of all other benefits except for the first-occurrence express payment,
transportation, family member transportation and family member lodging benefits. Confinements that occur
within 30 days of each other are considered one confinement.
Actual charges are paid up to the scheduled maximum per day for each day a covered person receives
medication or tests while confined to the hospital as an inpatient. Medication must be approved by the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration (FDA). This benefit does not cover drugs that are paid under the radiation and
chemotherapy benefit. Experimental treatments are covered if they are investigationally approved by the FDA.
Actual charges are paid up to the scheduled monthly maximum for outpatient medication prescribed by a
physician to treat nausea associated with cancer treatment.

*“Lump-sum” in South Dakota.
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BENEFIT

STANDARD DESCRIPTION

Attending physician

Actual charges are covered up to the scheduled maximum per day when the covered person’s attending
physician, other than his/her surgeon, performs cancer treatment services while the covered person is
confined to the hospital as an inpatient.

Inpatient private nurse

Ambulance

This benefit is not paid if the attending physician is related to the covered person. The physician does not
have to visit the covered person in the hospital. For example, X-ray reviews in the attending physician’s office
are covered under this benefit if a charge is generated.
Actual charges are paid up to the scheduled maximum per day when the covered person receives private RN,
LPN or LVN full-time care while confined to the hospital as an inpatient. This does not include nursing care
that is regularly furnished by the hospital.
We will not pay this benefit if the private nurse is related to the covered person. This benefit is available on
Plans B and D only.
This benefit pays actual charges up to the scheduled maximum for a licensed surface or air ambulance for
each one-way trip to/from the hospital where the covered person is admitted as an inpatient, up to two oneway trips per confinement.

Second and third
surgical opinion

The air ambulance must be necessary to protect the covered person’s health and safety when other reasonable
and customary travel methods are unavailable. Confinements that occur within 30 days of each other are
considered one confinement.
This benefit is paid up to the scheduled maximum when surgery is recommended due to a positive diagnosis
of cancer and the certificateholder/policyholder chooses to obtain the opinion of a second physician.

Surgery

A third opinion is covered if the second opinion fails to confirm that the recommended surgery is necessary.
An indemnity payment is made for each surgery based on the surgical and anesthesia schedule.
If more than one procedure is performed at the same time through the same incision, we will pay this benefit
only for the procedure with the greatest dollar value. Reconstructive surgery, except breast surgery, is not
covered.
Biopsy surgery: Benefits also are provided for surgical biopsies leading to a positive cancer diagnosis, based
on the surgical and anesthesia schedule.

Radiation and
chemotherapy

Reconstructive breast surgery: Actual charges are paid up to the amount we paid for a mastectomy, if the
reconstructive surgery is performed within three years of the mastectomy.
Benefits are paid if a physician prescribes radiation and/or chemotherapy as part of cancer treatment.
Radiation: This includes but is not limited to the interstitial or intracavity application of radium or
radioisotopes. Radiation delivered by laser or other form of light is not covered.
Chemotherapy includes:
x
Injections by medical personnel in a physician’s office, clinic or hospital.
x
Self-injected medications.
x
Medications dispensed by pump or implant.
x
Oral chemotherapy, regardless of where it is administered.

Anesthesia

Blood and plasma

This benefit does not cover the cost of supplies to administer treatment or the cost for treatment rooms or
facilities unless the covered person is confined to a hospital as an inpatient.
An indemnity payment is made for each surgery based on the surgical and anesthesia schedule.
If more than one surgical procedure is performed at the same time, we pay only the anesthesia benefit with
the greatest dollar value.
An indemnity payment is available for each unit of whole blood, plasma, red cells, packed cell or platelets the
covered person receives for definitive cancer treatment. Donated blood is covered. Some states may have a set
amount per day; check the state-specific certificate/policy for details.
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BENEFIT

STANDARD DESCRIPTION

Medical imaging

This benefit is provided when a covered person receives an initial diagnosis or follow-up evaluation of
internal cancer using one of the following medical imaging exams: CT scan, MRI, bone scan, multiple gated
acquisition (MUGA) scan, positron emission tomography (PET) scan or transrectal ultrasound. This benefit
is available on Plans B and D only.
The benefit is paid (per the amount shown on the benefit schedule) when a covered person receives a human
bone marrow transplant.

Bone marrow
transplant

Stem cell transplant

Prosthetics (surgical
and nonsurgical)

Wigs and hairpieces
Skilled nursing facility

Home health care

This benefit does not include the harvesting of peripheral blood cells or stem cells and subsequent reinfusion.
This benefit is available only once for each covered person. This benefit is not available on Plan A.
Actual charges are paid up to the scheduled maximum when the covered person receives a stem cell
transplant to treat cancer. This benefit does not include harvesting, storing and subsequently reinfusing bone
marrow from the recipient or a matched donor under general anesthesia. This benefit is available only once
for each covered person. The benefit is not available on Plan A.
This benefit is paid for surgically implanted and nonsurgically implanted prosthetic devices prescribed by a
physician due to a cancer surgery for which the covered person received benefits under this certificate/policy.
Nonsurgically implanted prosthetic devices include voice boxes, removable breast prostheses and ostomy
pouches. This benefit is subject to the lifetime maximum shown on the benefit schedule.
We pay actual charges up to the amount shown in the benefit schedule. The amount listed is the maximum
payable per device for each covered person. Devices must be obtained within three years after the cancer
surgery for which we paid a benefit.
We pay actual charges up to the benefit maximum for a wig or hairpiece needed due to cancer treatment.
These items must be obtained within three years after the cancer surgery for which we paid a benefit.
Actual charges are paid up to the scheduled maximum per day when a covered person is confined to a skilled
nursing facility by doctor’s orders within 14 days after discharge from the hospital.
This benefit is payable up to the same number of days we paid the hospital confinement or U.S. government
hospital confinement benefit immediately preceding the skilled nursing facility/extended-care facility
confinement.
An indemnity payment is made for up to the number of days we paid a hospital confinement benefit, not to
exceed 10 visits per hospital confinement.
The maximum number of visits per calendar year is 30 for each covered person. This benefit is payable after
discharge from any hospital other than a U.S. government hospital.

Hospice

This benefit is offered on Plans B and D only.
We pay the scheduled indemnity payment per day for the first 60 days, and one-half of the initial amount per
day thereafter, when the covered person receives care provided by or through a licensed hospice agency.

Transportation

The covered person must be diagnosed as terminally ill, no longer receiving definitive cancer treatment and
not expected to live more than six months. We will not pay this benefit while the covered person is confined
to a hospital, a U.S. government hospital or a skilled nursing facility.
We pay actual charges up to the scheduled maximum per one-way trip within the continental U.S., Hawaii
and Puerto Rico by coach-class plane, train or bus. Travel must be more than 100 miles one-way from the
covered person's home to receive covered cancer treatments prescribed by a local physician or to receive
consultation at a comprehensive or clinical cancer center recognized by the National Cancer Institute.
If the covered person chooses to travel by car for such treatments, and the destination is more than 100 miles
one way from the covered person’s home, we pay the scheduled maximum per mile. There is no limit to the
number of trips.
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BENEFIT

STANDARD DESCRIPTION

Family member
transportation

We pay actual charges up to the scheduled maximum per one-way trip within the continental U.S., Alaska,
Hawaii and Puerto Rico by coach-class plane, train or bus for a family member to travel to a hospital where
the covered person is confined as an inpatient to receive covered cancer treatments.
The city where treatment is received must be more than 100 miles one way from each person’s home. If the
family member chooses to travel by car and the same car trip is not paid under the transportation benefit, we
pay the scheduled maximum per mile. This benefit is limited to two one-way trips per period of confinement.
Confinements within 30 days of each other are considered one confinement.

Family member lodging

“Family member” is defined as a spouse, parent, child, brother, sister, grandchild or grandparent of the
person receiving treatment.
Actual charges are payable up to the scheduled maximum per day for a family member who accompanies the
covered person and requires lodging while the covered person is confined to a hospital as an inpatient within
the continental U.S., Alaska, Hawaii or Puerto Rico to receive covered cancer treatments.
The hospital must be more than 100 miles one way from each person’s home. We will pay this benefit for up to 60
days for each period of confinement during which the hospital or U.S. government hospital confinement benefit is
payable.

Waiver of premium

Cancer screening
(wellness benefit)

“Family member” is defined as a spouse, parent, child, brother, sister, grandchild or grandparent of the
person receiving treatment. Confinements within 30 days of each other are considered one confinement.
If the certificateholder/policyholder is diagnosed with cancer 30 or more days after the coverage effective
date and is disabled due to such cancer for more than 90 days, premiums are not required during the
disability period to keep coverage in force. The disability must begin before the
certificateholder/policyholder’s 65th birthday and meet the certificate/policy definition of “disabled.”
Disabled/disability is when the certificateholder/policyholder is considered disabled and he or she is:
x
Unable, due to cancer, to perform the duties of any gainful occupation for which he or she is
reasonably fitted by training, experience and accomplishment;
x
Not working at any job for wage, benefits or profit; and
x
Under the care of a physician for the treatment of cancer, unless the physician certifies that the
maximum point of recovery has been reached and further treatment would be beneficial.
We pay the amount shown on the benefit schedule after a covered person meets the 30-day eligibility period.
These screenings are covered: mammogram, breast ultrasound, Pap smear (lab and procedure), biopsy,
flexible sigmoidoscopy, hemocult stool specimen, chest X-ray, CEA (blood test for colon cancer), CA 125
(blood test for ovarian cancer), PSA (blood test for prostate cancer), thermography, colonoscopy, virtual
colonoscopy and ThinPrep. This benefit is available with Plans B and D only.
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PRODUCT SUMMARY (STANDARD BENEFIT LEVELS)
Refer to the state-variation grid (CN-STATE-GRID) on WNbizlink.com for more information.
BENEFITS
2

First-occurrence
express payment
(children receive a
50% higher benefit)
First-occurrence2
express payment,
additional units
(children receive a
50% higher benefit)
HealthAdvocate
Hospital and U.S.
government hospital
confinement3
Inpatient drugs and
diagnostic testing
Attending physician
Private nurse
Ambulance
Surgery
Radiation/
chemotherapy

Reconstructive
breast surgery
Anesthesia
Second and third
surgical opinion
Medical imaging
Blood and plasma 2
Skilled nursing facility

PLAN A1

PLAN B

PLAN C

PLAN D

1 unit = $1,000
(children = $1,500)

1 unit = $1,000
(children = $1,500)

1 unit = $1,000
(children = $1,500)

1 unit = $1,000
(children = $1,500)

Up to 19 additional units
= $19,000
(children up to $30,000)

Up to 19 additional units
= $19,000
(children up to $30,000)

Up to 19 additional units
= $19,000
(children up to $30,000)

Up to 19 additional units
= $19,000
(children up to $30,000)

Yes
130 days = $100/day

Yes
130 days = $100/day

Yes
130 days = $200/day

Yes
130 days = $250/day

31+ days = $200/day
Actual charges up to
$30/day
Actual charges up to
$20/day
N/A

31+ days = $400/day
Actual charges up to
$40/day
Actual charges up to
$30/day
N/A

Actual charges up to
$150/one-way trip
Up to $5,000
Radiation therapy:
actual charges up to
$200/day; no monthly
maximum

31+ days = $200/day
Actual charges up to
$30/day
Actual charges up to
$20/day
Actual charges up to
$125/day
Actual charges up to
$150/one-way trip
Up to $5,000
Radiation therapy:
actual charges up to
$200/day; no monthly
maximum

Actual charges up to
$200/one-way trip
Up to $7,500
Radiation therapy:
actual charges up to
$250/day; no monthly
maximum

31+ days = $500/day
Actual charges up to
$50/day
Actual charges up to
$40/day
Actual charges up to
$125/day
Actual charges up to
$250/one-way trip
Up to $9,000
Radiation therapy:
actual charges up to
$300/day; no monthly
maximum

Chemotherapy injected
by medical personnel:
actual charges up to
$200/day; no monthly
maximum

Chemotherapy injected
by medical personnel:
actual charges up to
$200/day; no monthly
maximum

Chemotherapy injected
by medical personnel:
actual charges up to
$250/day; no monthly
maximum

Chemotherapy injected
by medical personnel:
actual charges up to
$300/day; no monthly
maximum

Other chemotherapy:
actual charges up to
$200/drug; subject to
combined monthly
maximum of $1,600

Other chemotherapy:
actual charges up to
$200/drug; subject to
combined monthly
maximum of $1,600

Other chemotherapy:
actual charges up to
$250/drug; subject to
combined monthly
maximum of $2,000

Other chemotherapy:
actual charges up to
$300/drug; subject to
combined monthly
maximum of $2,400

No lifetime maximum
Actual charges up to the
amount we paid for the
mastectomy
25% of surgical schedule
Actual charges up to
$175/opinion
N/A

No lifetime maximum
Actual charges up to the
amount we paid for the
mastectomy
25% of surgical schedule
Actual charges up to
$175/opinion
$100/calendar year

No lifetime maximum
Actual charges up to the
amount we paid for the
mastectomy
25% of surgical schedule
Actual charges up to
$225/opinion
N/A

No lifetime maximum
Actual charges up to the
amount we paid for the
mastectomy
25% of surgical schedule
Actual charges up to
$250/opinion

$40/unit
Actual charges up to
$50/day

$40/unit
Actual charges up to
$50/day

$60/unit
Actual charges up to
$100/day

$80/unit
Actual charges up to
$150/day
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$200/calendar year

BENEFITS

PLAN A1

PLAN B

PLAN C

PLAN D

Home health care

N/A

N/A

Prosthetics
(surgical)
Prosthetics
(nonsurgical)
Wigs and hairpieces

Actual charges up to
$1,000/device
Actual charges up to
$250 lifetime maximum
Actual charges up to
$250 lifetime maximum

$40/visit limited to
number of days in the
hospital, up to 10 per
hospitalization; annual
maximum = 30 visits
Actual charges up to
$1,000/device
Actual charges up to
$250 lifetime maximum
Actual charges up to
$250 lifetime maximum

$40/visit limited to
number of days in the
hospital, up to 10 per
hospitalization; annual
maximum = 30 visits
Actual charges up to
$3,000/device
Actual charges up to
$250 lifetime maximum
Actual charges up to
$250 lifetime maximum

$60/day
$30/day
Yes
Actual charges up to
$750/trip
$0.40/mile
Actual charges up to
$50/day, maximum of
60 days/confinement
Actual charges up to
$75/month
$5,000 lifetime
maximum
Actual charges up to
$1,250 lifetime
maximum
Actual charges up to
$40/calendar year

$100/day
$50/day
Yes
Actual charges up to
$1,500/trip
$0.40/mile
Actual charges up to
$60/day, maximum of
60 days/confinement
Actual charges up to
$100/month
$5,000 lifetime
maximum
Actual charges up to
$1,250 lifetime
maximum
N/A

Hospice
Days 1–60
Days 61+
Waiver of premium
Transportation—air,
train or bus travel
Transportation—auto
Family member
lodging
Comfort drugs
(outpatient)
Bone marrow
transplant
Stem cell transplant

Cancer screening
(wellness benefits)

$60/day
$30/day
Yes
Actual charges up to
$750/trip
$0.40/mile
Actual charges up to
$50/day, maximum of 60
days/confinement
Actual charges up to
$75/month
N/A
N/A

N/A

1

Plan A must always be sold with the Cancer Benefit rider.

2

Lump-sum” in South Dakota.
Benefit amount may vary by state.
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Actual charges up to
$2,000/device
Actual charges up to
$250 lifetime maximum
Actual charges up to
$250 lifetime maximum

$120/day
$60/day
Yes
Actual charges up to
$2,500/trip
$0.40/mile
Actual charges up to
$70/day, maximum of
60 days/confinement
Actual charges up to
$150/month
$10,000 lifetime
maximum
Actual charges up to
$2,500 lifetime
maximum
Actual charges up to
$50/calendar year

SECTION 2: OPTIONAL RIDERS
There is an additional cost for these optional riders. State abbreviations may apply to the rider form number when
used. The text and definitions used in this section may vary by state. All riders are not available in all states. Check
WNbizlink.com or contact agent care to determine which riders are available in a state.

OPTIONAL CANCER BENEFIT RIDER (PLUS AND ELITE LEVELS)
Cancer treatments are constantly changing. The Optional Cancer Benefit rider offers a variety of new benefits to
refresh the Solutions Cancer product: in-hospital benefits, treatments and medication and others. This rider
features two levels, PLUS and Elite, and both can be combined with an optional wellness benefit, which provides
annual coverage for certain preventive cancer screenings and a skin cancer diagnosis lump-sum payment. Specific
benefits and values for the rider are listed below.
RIDER BENEFIT

PLUS

ELITE

Hospital admission
Supplemental hospital benefit

$1,000 once per calendar year

$1,500 once per calendar year

$100/day
$200/day
$100/day
$50/month, $1,800 lifetime max
$25/month, $900 lifetime max

$100/day
$200/day
$100/day
$100/month, $3,600 lifetime max
$50/month, $1,800 lifetime max

$0.40 per mile
$0.10 per mile

$0.40 per mile
$0.10 per mile

$0.40 per mile
$0.10 per mile
$50/day, $3,000 lifetime max
$500, one payment per lifetime
$100/month, $3,600 lifetime max

$0.40 per mile
$0.10 per mile
$50/day, $3,000 lifetime max
$1,000, one payment per lifetime
$150/month, $5,400 lifetime max

$50/year
$300, one-time payment

$50/year
$300, one-time payment

Days 1–30
Days 31+
Observation room
Side effect drugs
Maintenance medications
Supplemental insured transportation
50–99 miles
50+
Supplemental family transportation
50–99 miles
50+
Outpatient lodging
Bone marrow/stem cell donor
Supplemental cancer treatment
Optional wellness
Annual cancer screening
Skin cancer diagnosis

Pairing the Optional Cancer Benefit rider with a base Solutions Cancer certificate/policy essentially creates a new
plan. For example: Base Plan C with the PLUS level of the Optional Cancer Benefit rider creates Solutions Cancer PLUS
Plan C.
The Optional Cancer Benefit rider provides new indemnity benefits listed above for an insured, in addition to
supplementing existing coverage under the base plan, like:
x Increased per-day hospital confinement benefits.
x Travel benefits for the insured and a family member covered at $0.50 per mile down to 50 miles.
These optional benefits are only available at the time the base certificate/policy is issued. It cannot be added to inforce certificates/policies. However, an insured with an existing Solutions Cancer certificate/policy may purchase a
separate Plan A (or Plan B, in states where Plan A is not available) paired with a PLUS or Elite rider and “stack”
their coverage. Stacking coverage will result in two separate certificates/policies and two separate premiums.
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An insured with an existing Plan A can purchase a new PLUS Plan A. This provides the new benefits covered
under the PLUS plan, and it also supplements some of the base coverage. For example:

Plan A + PLUS Plan A (no wellness)
BENEFIT

EXISTING PLAN A

PLUS PLAN A

TOTAL COVERAGE

First-occurrence* express
payment

$1,000 base +
6 additional units =
$7,000

$1,000 base + 1 additional unit
= $2,000

$2,000 base + 7 additional units
= $9,000

$200 per day
$400 per day
$150 per one-way trip
$40 per unit
Up to $200 per day
$100 per day
$25/month
$900 lifetime max

$300 per day
$600 per day
$300 per one-way trip
$80 per unit
Up to $400 per day
$100 per day
$25/month
$900 lifetime max

Inpatient hospital confinement
1–30 days
Days 31+
Ambulance
Blood and plasma
Radiation therapy
Observation room
Maintenance medications

$100 per day
$200 per day
$150 per one-way trip
$40 per unit
Up to $200 per day
Not covered
Not covered

* “Lump Sum” in South Dakota.

Similarly, an insured with an existing Plan D can purchase a PLUS Plan A.

Plan D + PLUS Plan A (with wellness)
BENEFIT

EXISTING PLAN D

PLUS PLAN A

TOTAL COVERAGE

First-occurrence* express
payment

$1,000 base +
9 additional units =
$10,000

$1,000 base +
9 additional units =
$10,000

$2,000 base +
18 additional units =
$20,000

Inpatient hospital confinement
1–30 days
Days 31+
Ambulance
Blood and plasma
Radiation therapy
Observation room
Maintenance medications

$250 per day
$500 per day
$250 per one-way trip
$80 per unit
Up to $300 per day
Not covered
Not covered

$200 per day
$300 per day
$150 per one-way trip
$40 per unit
Up to $200 per day
$100 per day
$25/month
$900 lifetime max

$450 per day
$800 per day
$400 per one-way trip
$120 per unit
Up to $500 per day
$100 per day
$25/month
$900 lifetime max

Optional wellness
Annual cancer screening
Skin cancer diagnosis

$50/year
Not covered

$50/year
$300, one-time payment

$100/year
$300, one-time payment

* “Lump- Sum” in South Dakota.

Note: The charts above are not a comprehensive list of benefits. They serve as examples of benefits that are new or
supplemental to the base coverage.
PLUS Plan A is the only plan approved to use in a stacking situation, except in states where Plan A is not available.
In this case, stacking a PLUS Plan B will be allowed. Check WNbizlink.com for state availability.

BENEFIT LIMITS
Stacking considerations
Hospital confinement benefits are limited to $1,000 per person per day for certificates/policies sold through
payroll deduction or direct sales. These limits include coverage from all carriers combined.
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An applicant must list all insurance certificates/policies owned that pay an indemnity benefit for hospital
confinement.
x Certificates/policies that should be listed include accident, sickness and hospital indemnity.
x Certificates/policies that should not be listed include major medical and specified disease, like cancer,
heart/stroke and critical illness.
x When comparing a "per-confinement" benefit to a "per-day" benefit, divide the per-confinement benefit
by a factor of five.
EXAMPLE:
$1,000 per-confinement benefit
$1,500 per-confinement benefit
$2,000 per-confinement benefit
$2,500 per-confinement benefit

$200 per-day benefit
$300 per-day benefit
$400 per-day benefit
$500 per-day benefit

ISSUE LIMITS:
Hospital confinement for one diagnosis type
ICU confinement
Lump-sum payment for one diagnosis type

$1,000 per day
$1,500 per day
$110,000

Suitability considerations
As in the sale of a single certificate/policy, the sale of a second certificate/policy in a stacking arrangement must be
appropriate and in the client's best interests. It is your responsibility as a Washington National agent to determine
that any recommendation regarding the purchase, sale, exchange or replacement meets these standards. An
agent's recommendation is to be based on the client's individual facts and circumstances. Relevant factors to
consider may include financial status, health and need for insurance. Agents should document their records of the
facts and reasons supporting the recommendation, including disclosures of benefits and limitations.
Materials have been created to allow for easy explanation to your clients.
x CN-FS-AGT-PP is a flat sheet that provides an overview of the Solutions Cancer PLUS Certificates/Plans.
x Brochure CN-BR-AP-ROP includes a base Plan A with the PLUS rider and Return of Premium rider.
x Brochure CN-BR-CP-ROP includes a base Plan C with the PLUS rider and Return of Premium rider.
x Brochure CN-BR-CP-CV (state variations) includes base Plan C with the PLUS rider and Cash Value rider.
x Brochure CN-BR-AP-CV (state variations) includes base Plan A with the PLUS Rider and Cash Value rider.
x CN-FS-P (state variations) is a PLUS plan flat sheet that can be paired with all existing Solutions Cancer
brochures (CN-BR-B or CN-BR-D).
x CN-FS-E (state variations) is an Elite plan flat sheet that can be paired with all existing Solutions Cancer
brochures (CN-BR-B or CN-BR-D).
After reviewing the different benefit options with the proposed insured, if they choose to only apply for a base
plan without an Optional Cancer Benefit rider, again explain the base plan benefits using the consumer brochure
specific to that base plan (Plan A, B, C or D, as applicable). If you leave behind a brochure with the client for their
future reference, leave behind the specific brochure of the base plan for which they applied.

CANCER PREVENTIVE CARE RIDER
This rider offers clients compensation for expenses they incur when undergoing tests or screenings to diagnose an
initial or recurring cancer. The rider pays four benefits.
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BENEFIT

COVERAGE

DESCRIPTION

Annual care benefit

$750 per year for up to
five consecutive years
per covered person
$300 at first diagnosis

The benefit is payable beginning one year after the base policy’s first-occurrence
express payment is made. To be eligible, the covered person must be under the
care of a physician for cancer. Skin cancer is excluded from this benefit.
Covered persons with basal cell or squamous cell carcinoma are eligible to receive
this benefit.
The following screenings are covered: mammogram, breast ultrasound, Pap smear
(lab and procedure), biopsy, flexible sigmoidoscopy, hemocult stool specimen,
chest X-ray, CEA (blood test for colon cancer), CA 125 (blood test for ovarian
cancer), PSA (blood test for prostate cancer), thermography, colonoscopy, virtual
colonoscopy and ThinPrep.

Skin cancer diagnosis
benefit
Cancer screening
wellness benefit

Additional screening
and treatment benefit

$50 per calendar year
per covered person

$50 per calendar year
per covered person

This benefit is paid in addition to the wellness benefit available on Plans B and D.
The benefit covers follow-up testing or treatment resulting from a cancer wellness
screening. The benefit is paid even if cancer is not diagnosed and even if other
benefits are payable under the policy.

CANCER DEATH BENEFIT RIDER
Some types of cancer do not respond as well to treatment. When the fight against cancer is lost, this $5,000 death
benefit is paid to the covered person’s survivors in their time of need.
The diagnosis can be made even after death, when cancer is the primary or a contributing cause. Like all Solutions
Cancer benefits, this amount is payable even when the claim is covered by other insurance.

ADDING CANCER PREVENTIVE CARE AND CANCER DEATH BENEFIT RIDERS
These riders can be added to the base certificate/policy at application or any time thereafter. When adding riders
to an existing certificate/policy, the client must answer a short series of simple health questions. The same
application and health questions are used for each rider and the base certificate/policy, and all rules related to the
base certificate/policy apply to the riders.
If the base certificate/policy was issued with the Return of Premium (ROP) or Cash Value (CV) rider, these riders
must include the same premium-return rider as the base certificate/policy. Adding these riders will not start a new
ROP or CV period. All premiums paid and claims incurred on these riders will be taken into account at
certificate/policy maturity.

INTENSIVE CARE UNIT (ICU) RIDER FOR JW AND JY*
Washington National offers an ICU rider (known as the JW and JY products) that can be added to the base
Solutions Cancer certificate/policy for an additional charge. This rider can be added up to three years from the
effective date of the base cancer certificate/policy. Specifically, the JW-ICU rider can be added to the base cancer
certificate/policy only. It cannot be sold as standalone coverage. If a standalone ICU policy is desired, then the JYICU product must be used, written with the Accident Secure® (BM product) application.
The JW/JY-ICU rider includes three levels of coverage—$500, $750 or $1,000 per day—for confinement in a
hospital ICU for the main covered person and spouse.

VARIATIONS IN THE ICU DAILY CONFINEMENT BENEFIT
x
x
x

Children younger than 12 months: Benefits are reduced by 70%.
Children 12 months and older: Benefits are increased by 50% (on the JW-ICU product only).
Adults 75 and older: Benefits are reduced by 50%.
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The subacute ICU confinement is calculated at 40% of the ICU confinement benefit levels.
These benefits are payable for up to 30 days per confinement period (combined ICU and subacute confinement).

VEHICULAR ACCIDENTS
A vehicular accident is defined as an accident resulting from:
x Riding in or lawfully operating an automobile, bus, truck, motorcycle, train or motorized aircraft.
OR
x Being struck by an automobile, bus, truck, motorcycle, train or motorized aircraft.
The payment amounts are doubled if, within 48 hours of a vehicular accident, the covered person is confined to an
ICU as a result of that accident. The basic coverage also includes an ambulance benefit.

UNDERWRITING FOR THE JW/JY-ICU RIDER
Issue age requirements
x
x
x

For main covered person and spouse payroll business, the JW/JY-ICU rider can be issued from age 18–65
with or without ROP/CV.
For direct business, the JW rider issue age follows the payroll guidelines, but the JY-ICU rider issue age is
18–64 only.
For children, the JW/JY-ICU rider can be issued from birth–21. For children who are full-time students,
the JW/JY-ICU rider can be issued up to age 26. Age requirements for children may vary by state.

*The JW-ICU product is available in HOPE group states only: AK, AL, AR, AZ, CO, DC, DE, HI, IA, IL, IN, KS, KY, LA, ME, MI, MO, NJ,
NM, NV, OH, OK, PA, RI, SC, TX, UT, VA, VI, WI and WV. The JY-ICU product is available in CA, GA, MS, NC, ND, PR, SD and VT.
Refer to the state-variation grid (CN-STATE-GRID) on WNbizlink.com for more information.

Coverage levels
The JW/JY-ICU coverage level selected must match the coverage level of the base Washington National Solutions
Cancer product. For example, if family coverage is selected on the cancer certificate/policy, then family coverage
must be selected on the ICU rider. If the certificateholder/policyholder drops the family coverage on the cancer
certificate/policy, the family coverage automatically is dropped on the ICU rider. ICU coverage is available to
anyone with a history of heart disease or heart-related treatments. However, only three days of coverage is payable
and only for confinements that are not heart related.

JW/JY-ICU benefits summary
FEATURES

JW/JY-ICU BENEFITS

ICU confinement benefit

Benefit level option
Level 1

Main covered person/spouse
$500/day

Level 2

$750/day

Level 3

$1,000/day
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Child
Younger than 12 months: $150/day
12 months and older: $750/day
(JW-ICU only)
Younger than 12 months: $225/day
12 months and older: $1,125/day
(JW-ICU only)
Younger than 12 months: $300/day
12 months and older: $1,500/day
(JW-ICU only)

FEATURES

Subacute ICU confinement
benefit

Ambulance benefit

Blood/plasma benefit

JW/JY-ICU BENEFITS
The daily benefit amount is payable each day a covered person is confined to an ICU, beginning on
the first day for a confinement resulting from an accidental injury and on the second day for a
confinement resulting from a sickness.
Benefit level option
Main covered person/spouse
Child
Level 1
$200/day
Younger than 12 months: $60/day
12 months and older: $300/day
(JW-ICU only)
Level 2
$300/day
Younger than 12 months: $90/day
12 months and older: $450/day
(JW-ICU only)
Level 3
$400/day
Younger than 12 months: $120/day
12 months and older: $600/day
(JW-ICU only)
A subacute ICU is defined as a separate unit from other hospital areas that provides a level of care
below the highest level available at the hospital but above the level provided in a regular private or
semiprivate room or ward. This unit is under constant and continuous observation by specially
trained nursing staff assigned exclusively to that area. The daily benefit amount is payable when a
covered person is first confined to an ICU for at least one day.
Actual charges up to $150 per confinement are paid for transport to or from a hospital (other than a
U.S. government hospital).
A covered individual must be confined to an ICU for this benefit to be payable. Air ambulance
service is covered only when other reasonable and customary travel methods are not available.
Confinements within 30 days of each other are considered the same confinement.
Actual charges up to the specified dollar amount per day are paid for blood and plasma products.
Benefit level
Benefit (adult or child)
Level 1
Actual charges up to $25/day
Level 2
Actual charges up to $50/day
Level 3
Actual charges up to $75/day

INTENSIVE CARE UNIT (ICU) RIDER FOR IS AND IT*
The IS/IT-ICU rider is available in states where JW and JY are not approved for Solutions Cancer. Refer to the
state-variation grid (CN-STATE-GRID) on WNbizlink.com for availability.
x Like many product codes, IS and IT are used in the system to distinguish this rider from other products.
In this case, “IS” is used for the payroll market and “IT” is used in the direct market. The agent doesn’t need
to know these codes when completing the application. This note is provided for your information only.
x For adults aged 70 and older, benefits are reduced by 50%.
x These benefits are payable for up to 30 days per confinement period.

Vehicular accidents
The payment amounts are doubled if, within 48 hours after the vehicular accident, the covered person is confined
to an ICU as a result of that accident.

UNDERWRITING FOR IS/IT-ICU RIDER
Issue-age requirements
For worksite and individual sales, the IS/IT-ICU rider can be issued from age 18–65 with or without ROP/CV.
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Coverage levels
The coverage level selected must match the coverage level of the base Solutions Cancer product. For example, if
family coverage is selected on the cancer certificate/policy, family coverage also must be selected on the ICU rider.
If the certificateholder/policyholder drops the family coverage on the cancer certificate/policy, the family coverage
automatically is dropped on the ICU rider.

IS/IT-ICU benefits summary
FEATURES

IS/IT-ICU BENEFITS

ICU confinement benefit

Benefit level option
300

Ambulance benefit

Additional units of coverage
available (one or two units)

Main covered person/spouse
Child benefit
$300/day
$300/day
Up to $9,000 per ICU confinement
550
$550/day
$550/day
Up to $16,500 per ICU confinement
The daily benefit amount is payable each day a covered individual is confined to an ICU, beginning
on the first day for a confinement resulting from an accidental injury, and on the second day for a
confinement resulting from a sickness.
Benefits are limited to three days of nonheart-related coverage for anyone who has a pre-existing
heart condition.
Actual charges up to $50 per one-way trip are paid for transport to or from a hospital.
A covered individual must be confined to an ICU for this benefit to be payable. Air ambulance service
is covered only if other reasonable and customary travel methods are not available. Confinements
within 30 days of each other are considered the same confinement. This benefit is limited to two oneway trips per confinement.
Per unit of additional coverage
Extra daily confinement
$100/day
Blood and plasma
$20/day
Drugs and diagnostic testing
$15/day
Attending physician
$15/day

*The IS/IT-ICU rider not available in OR. Refer to the state-variation grid (CN-STATE-GRID) on WNbizlink.com for more information.

FLORIDA-SPECIFIC HOSPITAL INTENSIVE CARE RIDER*
Washington National’s Florida-specific Intensive Care Unit rider helps protect against unexpected medical
expenses when an accidental bodily injury or sickness occurs.

FL ICU benefits summary
FEATURES
ICU confinement benefit
Subacute ICU confinement benefit
Blood/plasma benefit
Ambulance benefit
Attending physician benefit

FL ICU BENEFITS
Adult benefit
Children <1 year old
$1,000/day
$300/day
$400/day
$120/day
$50
(Limited to two trips per confinement)
$150/trip
$75/day payable for up to the number of days for which you receive the ICU confinement or
subacute ICU benefit.

First-day coverage benefits are payable with this rider. The rider covers ICU confinements beginning with the first
day of hospitalization for accidental bodily injury and the second day for hospitalizations resulting from any sickness.
*Based on rider series R1079FL.
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ALTERNATIVE CARE RIDER
With this rider, benefits are payable when internal cancer is diagnosed. The cancer diagnosis must be reconfirmed
on a regular basis, either by proof of ongoing treatment or by a doctor’s certification.
x
x

x

x

Integrative assessment and education benefit: We pay a one-time benefit of actual charges up to $250 per
covered person for assessment/education services provided by an accredited practitioner of alternative care.
Ameliorative benefit: We pay actual charges up to $50 per visit to an accredited practitioner for up to 20
visits per calendar year for each covered person. Covered services include acupuncture, massage therapy,
biofeedback and hypnosis.
Curative benefit: We pay actual charges up to $100 per visit for up to 20 visits per calendar year to an
accredited naturopathic, homeopathic, ayurvedic or herbalist practitioner for each covered person. The
limit on actual charges applies to practitioner charges and any nutritional medications and/or
supplements prescribed during the visit.
Lifestyle benefit: For each covered person, we pay actual charges up to $50 per visit for a maximum of 20
visits per calendar year to an accredited practitioner of these alternative care methods: smoking cessation,
yoga, meditation, relaxation, tai chi and nutritional counseling.

Alternative care rider notes
x
x

x

x

The Alternative Care rider can be sold with the base Washington National Solutions Cancer product only.
It can be added as a rider only during the initial cancer product enrollment.
This rider has the same issue-age requirements as the base Washington National Solutions Cancer
product. It is available to applicants aged 18–75 when sold with ROP or CV and to applicants aged 18–85
if sold without ROP or CV.
The rider coverage level must match the coverage level of the base cancer product. For example, if family
coverage is elected on the cancer product, family coverage also must be elected on the rider. If the
certificateholder/policyholder drops the family coverage on the cancer certificate/policy, the family
coverage automatically is dropped on the rider.
If ROP or CV is elected with the base Washington National Solutions Cancer product, it also must be
elected with the rider.

PREMIUM-RETURN RIDERS
Return of Premium (ROP) rider
With this rider, the certificateholder/policyholder gets a check for all premiums paid, minus claims incurred, at
the end of every 20 years or on the rider anniversary date following his/her 75th birthday, if that comes sooner,
when the certificate/policy is kept in force.
If the certificateholder/policyholder is 66 or older when a ROP period begins, we will return one-half of the
premiums paid, minus claims incurred, at the end of every 10 years. Check your state-specific certificate/policy for
details. The rider design may be different in your state. This rider is not available if the main insured is 75 or older.

Cash Value (CV) rider
With this rider, the certificateholder/policyholder gets back all premiums paid, minus claims incurred, at the end
of every 25 years or on the rider anniversary date following his/her 75th birthday, if that comes sooner, when the
certificate/policy is kept in force.
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If the certificateholder/policyholder is 61 or older when a CV period begins, we return all of the premiums paid,
minus claims incurred, at the end of every 15 years. Beginning with the sixth year, the
certificateholder/policyholder can receive a percentage of premiums paid, minus claims incurred, upon
surrendering the certificate/policy. The longer the certificate/policy is in force during a CV period, the larger this
percentage becomes. At the time of surrender, cancellation, termination or death, the cash value is equal to the
total premiums paid multiplied by the attained CV percentage (based on issue age and duration), minus claims
incurred, during that period. Check your state-specific certificate/policy for state-specific information. The rider
design may be different in your state. This rider is not available if the main insured is 75 or older.

ROP/CV rider notes
x

x
x
x
x

If ROP or CV is elected on the Washington National Solutions Cancer product, ROP or CV also must be
included on the JW-ICU rider and the Alternative Care rider. The ROP/CV rates for the certificate/policy
and riders apply.
ROP/CV cannot be included with a Section 125 plan.
ROP/CV is optional on all plans, except Plan A, where it is required.
When adding ROP/CV to an existing policy/certificate, we will issue a rider with its own effective date.
The benefit runs from the rider’s effective date to its maturity date.
ROP/CV riders are applied separately to ICU riders. A covered person may have been paid cancer claims
exceeding the total premiums paid over 20 or 25 years and still receive cash back for ICU premium paid.
The paid premiums and incurred claims for the Alternative Care rider are included in the calculation of
the ROP/CV benefit under the base cancer coverage.
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SECTION 3: ADMINISTRATIVE GUIDELINES
The text and definitions in this section may vary by state.

WHO IS COVERED?
All Washington National Solutions Cancer certificates/policies issued as “single parent” coverage include the main
covered person (or “enrollee” on the enrollment form) and all dependent children. All certificates/policies issued
as “family” coverage include the main covered person, spouse and all dependent children as specified in the
certificate/policy.
On all certificates/policies, newborns and newly adopted children are covered from the moment of birth or placement
for 31 days. To add children to “individual” coverage, the certificateholder/policyholder must notify us and send
in the appropriate premium payment for single parent or family coverage within 31 days of birth or adoption.
“Spouse” is an insurable person named as the spouse on the enrollment form and legally married to the
certificateholder/policyholder on the effective date of the certificate/policy.
“Children” refers to the certificateholder’s/policyholder’s and spouse’s natural children, stepchildren, legally
adopted children and children placed with the certificateholder/policyholder for adoption, who are insurable and
named on the enrollment form, unmarried, chiefly dependent on the certificateholder/policyholder or spouse for
support and are:
x Younger than 21 or younger than 26 if full-time students in a licensed or accredited school.
OR
x Handicapped or became so handicapped before reaching the limiting age and cannot support themselves
because of such handicap.

COMMON ERRORS
Certain common errors require investigation by underwriting. Incorrect or incomplete enrollment forms are
returned to the agent for correction/completion. Additionally, the certificate/policy is not issued until the enrollment
form is received back in the home office and processed. An enrollment form may be returned for these reasons:
x Incorrect enrollment form is used.
x Incorrect premium is indicated on the enrollment form.
x No date is shown on the enrollment form.
x The signature is missing or incorrect on the enrollment form.
x Applicant’s age and/or birth date or Social Security number is missing.
x Health questions are not answered.
x When required, the replacement question is not answered.
x Agent is not licensed in the state where the enrollment form was written.
x Appropriate boxes are not checked on enrollment form.
x For family coverage, the spouse’s age and/or birthday is missing.
x Conversion amendments are not signed and submitted with all conversion enrollment forms.
x Enrollment form is altered but not initialed by client.
x The request to draft premium by EFT form (CI-747) has missing or incomplete information.
x The AIDS question is not answered.
x HOPE membership application is not received where required.
x Any other required information or forms are not provided.
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HOPE ASSOCIATION
To purchase this product in select states, the applicant must be a member of Health Opportunity through
Partnership in Education (HOPE). HOPE, a nonprofit organization incorporated in 1982, works to promote good
health, encourage scientific research and spread information about prevention and detection of cancer, other
critical illnesses and accidents. On behalf of its members, HOPE contributes to nonprofit organizations that
support this mission.
x
x
x
x

HOPE membership must take place before solicitation.
A required $0.10 monthly membership fee is added to the policy/certificate premium total on the
enrollment form. This amount can be noted in the form’s “other” category.
A membership application must be submitted with the enrollment form.
HOPE membership is a requirement in AL, AZ, AR, CO, DE, DC, HI, IL, IN, IA, KS, KY, LA, MI, MO,
NE, NV, NJ, NM, OH, OK, PA, RI, SC, TX, UT, VA, VI, WV and WI. Clients in other states who wish to
contribute to HOPE may do so by calling (800) 541-2254.

SALES TO PERSONS ELIGIBLE FOR MEDICARE OR MEDICAID*
Persons may qualify for Medicare if they are 65 or older, have permanent kidney failure or are disabled regardless
of age.
Federal statute makes it illegal to issue a health insurance certificate/policy that duplicates Medicare benefits to
anyone who is eligible for Medicare unless the certificate/policy pays without regard to other insurance and the
applicant, at the time of application, is shown a disclosure statement prescribed in the regulation for that type of
insurance.
Because our certificates/policies pay without regard to other insurance, we may sell them to people who qualify for
Medicare as long as they sign the appropriate disclosure statement (CIC-9004) and submit it with the application.
The application will not be processed if the statement is not signed and attached. This statute applies only when
the certificateowner/policyowner is eligible for Medicare; we do not require a disclosure statement if only a spouse
or dependent child is eligible for Medicare. The disclosure statements and the pamphlet “Guide to Health
Insurance for People with Medicare” (MEDICARE-GUIDE-20XX) are available to order from WNbizlink.com.
These guidelines apply to new business and conversions, but not to reinstatements.
Persons eligible for Medicaid must understand that participating in Medicaid will likely reduce or eliminate their
Washington National benefits. Even though each state’s Medicaid regulations vary, the use of taxpayer dollars to
pay these medical expenses mandates that we reimburse the public program first.
*The comments regarding Medicare/Medicaid reflect our current interpretation of the programs. Our intent is not to give advice on
Medicare or Medicaid. Please consult a qualified adviser.

GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT SOLUTIONS CANCER
x
x

Washington National Solutions Cancer has a 30-day waiting period from the effective date of the
certificate/policy before coverage begins.
Anyone under the contract who is diagnosed with cancer during the waiting period and chooses to keep
the policy will be covered for losses occurring 24 months after the policy’s effective date. Losses in the first
24 months after the effective date will not be covered for the diagnosed individual.1
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x

x

The first-occurrence2 express payment benefit provides an overnight check when a covered person is
diagnosed with internal cancer. To apply for this benefit, the certificateholder/policyholder should submit
a completed first-occurrence express payment benefit processing form (included with each
certificate/policy) and a copy of the pathology report from his or her physician. Once we receive these
documents, we will issue a check by overnight express to the certificateholder/policyholder. The covered
person MUST have his/her physician complete Part B of the first-occurrence express payment benefit
processing form.
No covered person may own Washington National certificates/policies or riders that could combine to
pay more than $1,150 per day for standard ICU confinement or more than $500 per day for hospital
confinement. (For worksite business, these limits are increased to $1,500 per day for ICU confinement
and $1,000 per day for hospital confinement.) Accumulating benefits and double amounts for vehicular
accidents are not considered when the above limits are determined.

EFFECTIVE DATES
Worksite business
The effective date of worksite payroll-deduction business can be no earlier than the date the application is received
in the home office.
x All payroll business is given an effective date of the first of the month.
x If the application is received on or before the 15th of the month, the application is given an effective date
on the first of the month after that date.
x If the application is received after the 15th of the month, the application is given an effective date on the
first of the next month after that date.
x Payroll deductions should begin on or before the certificate/policy effective date so that funds are
available to remit when the first bill is due.

Direct business
The effective date is the date the enrollment form is received in the home office, unless otherwise requested. It
cannot be earlier than the date received in the home office.

Credit unions
If enrollment forms are received on the first through the 15th of the month, the effective date is 60 days from the
first day of the month after those forms are received.
Note:
Enrollment forms received in home office
Effective date

1

Does not apply in Texas.
“Lump-sum” in South Dakota.

2
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July 1–15
September 1

For enrollment forms received on the 16th through the 31st of the month, the effective date is 90 days from the
first day of the month after those forms are received.
Note:
Enrollment forms received in home office
Effective date

July 16–31
October 1

Note: Exceptions to these guidelines must be approved by the new business department.
In the state of South Dakota, it is required that a copy of the appropriate outline of coverage for any product sold
is left with every customer at point of sale. All outlines of coverage are available on WNbizlink.com.
South Dakota mandate SDCL 58-17-11 requires that "every individual health insurance policy or contract, except
single premium nonrenewable policies or contracts, issued for delivery in South Dakota on or after December 31,
1966, by an insurance company, nonprofit hospital service plan, or medical service corporation, shall have printed
thereon or attached thereto a notice stating in substance that the person to whom the policy or contract is issued
shall be permitted to return the policy or contract within ten days of its delivery to said purchaser and to have the
premium paid refunded if, after examination of the policy or contract, the purchaser is not satisfied with it for any
reason. If a policyholder or purchaser pursuant to such notice, returns the policy or contract to the company or
association at its home or branch office or to the insurance producer through whom it was purchased, it is void
from the beginning and the parties shall be in the same position as if no policy or contract had been issued."
It is the responsibility of the agent that ROP or CV benefits are accurately explained to every
certificateholder/policyholder. ROP and CV explanatory aids are available for order on WNbizlink.com.

SUBMITTING NEW BUSINESS
Submit all new applications to:
DIRECT & CREDIT UNION SALES

WORKSITE SALES

Attn: New Business Department
Washington National Insurance Company
11825 N. Pennsylvania Street
Carmel, IN 46032
OR
P.O. Box 1908
Carmel, IN 46082-1908
OR
Fax: (800) 906-3926

Attn: Worksite New Business
Washington National Insurance Company
11825 N. Pennsylvania Street
Carmel, IN 46032
OR
P.O. Box 2036
Carmel, IN 46082-2036
OR
Fax: (800) 981-8413
OR
Email: WIS@WashingtonNational.com

ITEMS TO REMEMBER WHEN FAXING APPLICATIONS
You can help ensure efficient service by following these guidelines:
x Set your fax machine to provide a transmission report. This confirms that the fax was completely
transmitted. If your fax machine doesn’t have this capability, you will need to monitor it to be certain the
submission was received.
x If the transmission report shows the submission was not received, please fax the e ntire document again.
Review the transmission report to confirm the fax was received.
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x
x
x
x
x

1. If the entire document is not resubmitted, this could result in insufficient information—with the
application being delayed or unprocessed.
2. To help avoid delays, be sure to resend the complete packet of information.
3. If the transmission shows an error or incomplete submission, Washington National may not be able
to process the information until you resend the fax and receive a successful transmission report.
Continue to complete and submit all required paperwork, including the new business transmittal form (C-NBT).
List the names of all applicants on the same fax transmission and include all required signatures.
Do not use a highlighter on the faxed applications; this makes the faxed image difficult to read.
Write legibly. Fax transmissions can distort handwriting, and illegible submissions may result in delays or
processing errors.
If you fax applications, do not mail in the originals. This may result in duplicate processing, including
drafting the applicant’s bank account twice for the initial premium.

If direct-billing is requested on a faxed application (whether monthly bank draft, semiannual or annual), we draft
the initial premium payment from the applicant’s checking account. The request to draft premium by EFT form
(CI-747) must be faxed along with any application requesting direct billing. This form will serve as authorization
for subsequent monthly premium drafts. If an application requesting direct-billing is not accompanied by this
authorization form, it will be returned unprocessed. All other billing modes result in a statement mailed to the
certificateholder/policyholder for renewal premiums.
WASHINGTON NATIONAL ONE SOURCE ®
One Source is our state-of-the-art enrollment platform that lets you complete both worksite and individual
applications with one convenient tool. You can use the online version of One Source or the offline One Source
software on most Windows devices.

For individual sales:
x

Reduce pending applications.

x

Shorten application processing times.

x

Take applications with or without an internet connection.

For worksite sales:
x

Enroll core and voluntary benefits on one convenient platform.

x

Ensure efficient, accurate enrollments.

x

Reduce enrollment time to mere minutes.

x

Eliminate manual data entry.

One Source doesn’t just make submitting new business easier. It also makes it easy to see any missing or incorrect
information, virtually eliminating common errors that lead to pending applications. Business is processed more
quickly and you get paid faster.
Visit the One Source support page on WNbizlink.com to learn more and to download the software.
For technical assistance, call the help desk at (800) 888-4918, ext. 72269.
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WNEZQUOTE®
Washington National has a quote-generating tool available for you to use on wnbizlink.com. WNezQuote makes
creating custom quotes quick and easy.
On WNezQuote, you can select the table, individual or census tabs to run a quote. Each tab has two sections:
general options and optional riders. Under general options, you can enter basic group information, including
premium modes and base coverage selections. In the optional rider’s section, you can choose which riders to build
into the coverage or make available as optional.
For table and individual quotes, you can enter information to generate rate sheets for your group.
The census quote option has an additional category, called “census,” where you can upload the group census to
generate rates. Worksite case management offers a standard census template you may use.

WAITING PERIOD*
Solutions Cancer has a 30-day waiting period. ICU certificates/policies and the Alternative Care rider have no waiting
period. The waiting period doesn’t begin until the effective date of coverage, which is assigned according to the stated
guidelines.

*Varies by state.
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SECTION 4: PREMIUM PAYMENT
The text and definitions used in this section may vary by state.

MINIMUM PREMIUM
The minimum monthly premium of $15 is required for all Washington National Solutions Cancer
certificates/policies. An application for coverage that does not result in this monthly minimum—or its equivalent
in semiannual ($90) or annual ($180) premium—will not be processed.
As the rate sheets indicate, some base rates result in premiums less than $15 per month. However, you have
several ways to reach the monthly minimum. Check availability of additional units for the first-occurrence express
payment and the Cancer Preventive and Cancer Death Benefit riders and other riders to help increase the premium.

ROP/CV RIDER REQUIREMENT ON PLAN A
New sales of Plan A must include either a ROP or CV rider. Any enrollment form/application for Plan A without
a ROP/CV rider will be returned unprocessed. Please note: Plan A is not available in IN, IA, NV, ND, OR and SD.

PAYROLL AND DIRECT RATES
Washington National Solutions Cancer may be sold to anyone aged 18–85. ROP and CV cannot be sold to anyone
older than 75. The age guidelines apply to the main covered person and the spouse.
Employee nonpayroll rates are not available for new business. For all new business, payroll and direct rates are available.
On all new payroll groups, a Worksite Group Profile form (WIS-GRPPRO) must be completed and signed by an
officer of the group. This form is required for all payroll sales.

PAYROLL RATES
x
x
x
x

To be eligible for payroll rates, an applicant must be a permanent employee working at least 20 hours
per week.
For an applicant who is eligible for payroll rates, only the spouse and dependent children are also eligible
for payroll rates. Other relatives must use direct rates and be billed directly.
For a single employer to qualify for payroll rates on a paper list bill, a minimum of five eligible employees
of a single employer must apply for coverage.
If payments are drafted from each employee’s bank or credit union account (or in some other electronic
form), a minimum of five eligible employees of a single employer must apply for coverage.

DIRECT RATES
x
x
x

Only direct rates are available for temporary employees and contractors.
Only direct rates are available for parents, siblings and other relatives of the applicant.
A policy/certificate issued with individual rates is billed directly to the certificateholder/policyholder or
through EFT. Direct rates cannot be deducted from an employee’s paycheck.
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AUTOMATIC CHECK
When submitting automatic-check business, attach the request to draft premium by EFT form (CI-747) for initial
and future deductions.
The automatic check-deduction day is the monthly day that a certificateholder’s/policyholder’s premium is
deducted from his/her checking or savings account. Certificateholders/policyholders should select the preferred
day of the month (between the 1st and the 28th) on the request to draft premium by EFT form (CI-747). If no day
is specified, the deduction day defaults to the day the application is received in the home office. (Applications
received on the 29th, 30th or 31st receive a deduction day of the 1st, 2nd or 3rd, respectively.)
If at least one modal premium is received under the original payment method, coverage under this product may
continue when the certificateholder/policyholder changes jobs, retires or otherwise leaves the group for any
reason.
Washington National will bill directly to the certificateholder/policyholder semiannually or annually only.
Available payroll modes are monthly bank draft and payroll deduction (quarterly is not available).
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SECTION 5: UNDERWRITING GUIDELINES
AGE REQUIREMENTS
Washington National Solutions Cancer can be issued to persons aged 18–75 when sold with ROP or CV, and to
persons aged 18–85 without ROP or CV, regardless of whether the business is payroll or direct. These age limits
apply to the main covered person (“enrollee”) and the spouse.
On direct sales, the age of the applicant who signs the enrollment form determines the rate to be charged. The
younger spouse’s age can be used if he/she signs the enrollment form and the certificate/policy is issued in his/her
name. The younger spouse must be listed on the enrollment form as the main covered person (“enrollee”).

RIDER COVERAGE LEVELS
The coverage level for the Alternative Care rider (ACR) and the ICU rider must match the base cancer coverage.
For example, if the base cancer is family coverage, then the ACR and ICU riders also must be family coverage.
Applicants cannot purchase the ICU rider at a different level.

PRECANCEROUS CONDITIONS
Multiple conditions are considered to be preleukemic, premalignant or having malignant potential by pathological
definition. Some of these conditions represent a significant risk of progressing to a full diagnosis of cancer.
If an applicant has been diagnosed with a condition that is preleukemic, premalignant or having malignant
potential within the last 10 years (this time limit varies by state), we use the same underwriting guidelines that
apply to a previous diagnosis of cancer.
If an applicant is unsure whether a diagnosed or treated condition is considered preleukemic, premalignant or
having malignant potential, the writing agent should ask about the condition and compare the diagnosis to the list
below. If the condition is on the list, the applicant cannot be covered at this time.
If the condition is not on the list and the agent is unsure whether the condition is allowable, the agent should call
underwriting at (888) 754-3406, and select option 1. Underwriting will determine whether the named condition is
preleukemic, premalignant or having malignant potential, which determines whether the applicant is eligible for
coverage.

Precancerous conditions list
Achlorhydria—gastric
Bowen’s disease
Barrett’s esophagus
Carcinoma in situ (CIS)
Cervical dysplasia (diagnosed in stage 2
or higher)
Dysplasia
Endometrial hyperplasia

Erythroplasia
Esophageal web
Essential thrombocytopenia
Familial adenomatous polyposis
Gastric adenomatous polyps

Leukoplakia
Myelofibrosis with myeloid metaplasia
Neoplastic polyps
Polycythemia vera
Refractory anemia (RA)

Keratoacanthoma
Lentigo maligna

Refractory cytopenia (RC)

Note: This is a sample list and is not all inclusive.
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If the preleukemic, premalignant or having malignant potential question is answered “Yes,” the applicant is
not eligible for coverage. In some cases, a medical treatment history form may need to be completed.
If the question is answered “No” and a condition is subsequently found to have existed when the enrollment
form was signed and the applicant had knowledge of it, claims for this individual may be denied and the
certificate/policy may be rescinded.

COVERAGE FOR INDIVIDUALS WITH PREVIOUS CANCER
In some circumstances, coverage is available to individuals who have had cancer. This chart describes those
circumstances as well as those when coverage is not available.

HISTORY OF CANCER

REQUIRED FORMS

COVERAGE AVAILABLE TO
APPLICANTS WITH HISTORY
OF CANCER

SKIN CANCER
Nonmelanoma (e.g., basal, squamous)

Melanoma

1. Name must appear in the health
question section of the enrollment form
2. Exclusion rider
1. Name must appear in the health
question section of the enrollment form
2. Exclusion rider

Full coverage for all cancers except skin
cancer

1. Name must appear in the health
question section of the enrollment form
2. Exclusion rider
1. Name must appear in the health
question section of the enrollment form
2. Cancer treatment history form
3. Exclusion rider

No coverage

No coverage

OTHER THAN SKIN CANCER
Nonmelanoma less than 10 years since
last cancer treatment or diagnosis
Nonmelanoma more than 10 years since
last cancer treatment or diagnosis

Full coverage unless excluded for skin
cancer

An individual who originally was excluded through an exclusion rider may apply for coverage under the original
certificate/policy when he/she is cancer-free with no treatment for any internal malignancy for at least 10 years.
Application should be made to the new business department by sending a Cancer Treatment History Form (CTH95) completed by the applicant and his/her physician. The new business department will determine approval and
communicate the decision to the applicant.
The covered person must apply to have the exclusion rider removed. The exclusion rider is not automatically
removed at any time, regardless of whether the covered person has been cancer-free for 10 or more years. If a
person is excluded on the original enrollment form due to a history of internal malignancy or skin cancer, the
same person must be excluded from coverage under the conversion certificate/policy.
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INTENSIVE CARE UNIT (ICU) RIDER
ICU coverage is limited for individuals with pre-existing conditions as follows:

HISTORY OF CANCER

REQUIRED FORMS

COVERAGE AVAILABLE TO
APPLICANT WITH HISTORY
OF CANCER

High blood pressure
Pericarditis
Heart condition including but not limited
to:
x Angina
x Atherosclerosis
x Coronary artery disease
x Hardening of arteries
x Heart attack
x Arrhythmia
x Tachycardia
x Heart murmur
x Stroke
x TIA

None
None
1. Name must appear in the health section
of the enrollment form
2. Exclusion rider

Full coverage
Full coverage
Three days of limited coverage for
nonheartrelated confinements; not
available in all states

We will continue to include the 12-month pre-existing condition in our direct ICU product.*
x This exclusion provides that any condition diagnosed or treated by a physician within the 12 months
before the coverage effective date will not be covered.*
x This exclusion is limited to the first 12 months of coverage.*
x The exclusion date does not apply to payroll-deduction sales.
An individual who’s had claims activity on the original cancer certificate/policy also is considered high risk for
ICU coverage and may be denied his/her conversion enrollment for ICU.
ICU coverage is available to anyone with a history of heart disease or heart-related treatments. However, only
three days of coverage are payable and only for confinements that are not heart related.
Anyone with a history of heart disease or conditions must sign and accept the exclusion rider to hospital ICU
coverage form before the certificate/policy is issued.
*May vary by state.
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SECTION 6: CONVERSIONS
Solutions Cancer lets you offer existing customers new and improved coverage. With this product, you can
reservice existing groups, enroll new members and increase your overall commissions.
Conversions can be made from any previous Washington National product where overall benefits are less than the
new coverage. If the old product has an ICU rider, it also must be converted. An old ICU rider cannot be carried
over; it must be converted to the current series.
Please do not confuse a conversion with an upgrade.
x An upgrade is defined as increasing the benefits within the current plan.
x A conversion is changing the coverage from one product to another.
x On upgrades, the current certificate/policy number is retained.
x On conversions, a new certificate/policy number is issued.

ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS
All conversion enrollment forms must be submitted with a new business transmittal form (C-NBT).
The main covered person on the original plan must remain the main covered person on the converted plan. You
cannot change the main covered person to the spouse at the time of conversion.
x The main covered person must be eligible for base benefits in order to convert the certificate/policy.
x It is important to list the original certificate/policy number on the enrollment form in Section I.
x List the total premium for the certificate/policy and all riders that will be effective after the conversion in
the “premium total” column.
x Conversions are based on the main covered person’s attained age at the time of conversion.
x The certificate/policy effective date remains the same day of the month. For example, if the original
certificate/policy was effective on the fifth day of the month, the new certificate/policy also is effective on
the fifth day of the month.
All conversions and upgrades should be sent to:
DIRECT & CREDIT UNION SALES

WORKSITE SALES

Attn: New Business Department
Washington National Insurance Company
11825 N. Pennsylvania Street
Carmel, IN 46032
OR
P.O. Box 1908
Carmel, IN 46082-1908
OR
Fax: (800) 906-3926

Attn: Worksite New Business
Washington National Insurance Company
11825 N. Pennsylvania Street
Carmel, IN 46032
OR
P.O. Box 2036
Carmel, IN 46082-2036
OR
Fax: (800) 981-8413
OR
Email: WIS@WashingtonNational.com

Each payroll group must be submitted on a separate upgrade/conversion transmittal. Please note: Upgrades and
conversions should be submitted on separate transmittals. Provide the payroll clerk or other group official a payroll
premium deduction authorization form (CHIC-AUTH) reflecting the total new premium amount to be deducted.
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WAITING PERIOD
A 30-day waiting period applies on conversion certificates/policies for the converted portion of the cancer
benefits. The waiting period applies only to new benefits associated with the converted coverage. After 30 days, the
individual cannot go back to the previous coverage but can reduce the current level of coverage. Any covered
cancer that is diagnosed within the waiting period is covered under the previous benefit structure and the
conversion will not go into effect.
The waiting period begins on the effective date of the conversion.

UNDERWRITING
When converting policies to Washington National Solutions Cancer, keep in mind the underwriting guidelines in
Section 5 apply to conversions and new business. If you have questions about underwriting, call (888) 754-3416,
and select option 1.

ADDITIONAL UNDERWRITING GUIDELINES FOR CONVERSIONS
Cancer
If a person was excluded on the original enrollment forms due to a history of internal malignancy or skin cancer,
that person must be excluded from coverage under the conversion policy, and a new conversion exclusion rider
must be submitted. The appropriate conversion exclusion rider must be submitted with the conversion
enrollment forms.
If a family member was excluded from coverage on the old policy due to an internal malignancy and that person is
now eligible for coverage according to standard underwriting guidelines, he/she may apply for coverage. A conversion
exclusion rider and cancer treatment history form must be submitted with the conversion enrollment forms.
It is possible to convert certificates/policies to Washington National Solutions Cancer even if a family member has
incurred claims under the original certificate/policy. In this instance, any family member who had claims is
excluded from the converted Washington National Solutions Cancer coverage but continues to be eligible for the
benefits provided by the original certificate/policy.
Family members who do not have cancer diagnosed are eligible for benefits provided by the converted
certificate/policy. Each case is underwritten individually to determine who is eligible for the converted benefits.
A properly completed conversion exclusion rider must be submitted for the family member who had claims.

ICU
If a person was excluded on the original enrollment form because of a pre-existing heart condition, that person
must be excluded from coverage under the conversion certificate/policy. It is possible to convert
certificates/policies to Washington National Solutions Cancer even if a family member has incurred ICU claims
under the original certificate/policy. In this instance, any family member who had claims is excluded from
coverage under the conversion certificate/policy but continues to be eligible for the original rider benefits. A
properly completed conversion exclusion rider must be submitted.
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Conversion
When a certificate/policy is converted, Washington National issues new certificate/policy forms to the main
covered person and a new certificate/policy number is assigned. If the converted certificate/policy includes
ROP/CV, a new rider will be issued. ROP/CV riders issued with converted certificates/policies are the same as
those issued with new Washington National Solutions Cancer group cancer certificates/policies. These riders
document the conditions that must be met in order for the premiums paid for the converted insurance to be
returned.
A covered person who is converting will want to know when the premiums paid before the conversion will be
returned. The rules governing the return of these premiums are outlined in the conversion amendment and are
explained in the sections that follow.

DEFINITIONS
When converting previously issued certificates/policies with ROP/CV, the following definitions apply.
TERM:

DEFINITION:

Existing insurance
Converted insurance
Existing rider
Converted rider
Claims incurred
Original maturity date
Deferred cancer benefit (deferred
ROP/CV benefit under existing
cancer insurance)
Deferred ICU benefit (deferred
ROP/CV benefit under existing
ICU insurance)
Deferred benefit payment

The covered person’s insurance certificate/policy and level of benefits as they exist immediately
before any conversion to the level of benefits for which he/she is making application.
The new insurance certificate/policy and level of benefits for which the covered person is making
application.
The ROP/CV rider, if any, in force with the covered person’s existing insurance.
The ROP/CV rider, if any, to be issued with the covered person’s converted insurance.
The date an event for which we pay benefits occurs; in the case of a continuing claim, an earlier
date determined by the company based on a related prior event.
The next date on which the covered person becomes entitled to a ROP/CV benefit under the
terms of his/her existing rider if that rider remains in force until this date.
The portion of premiums paid for existing cancer insurance before the effective date of converted
cancer insurance that would’ve been returned by the existing rider on the original maturity date,
minus cancer claims.
The portion of premiums paid for existing ICU insurance before the effective date of converted
insurance that would’ve been returned by the existing rider on the original maturity date, minus
ICU claims incurred before the effective date of the converted ICU insurance.
The earlier of the original maturity date and the date we receive written proof of the
certificateholder/policyholder being diagnosed for the first time with any internal cancer (except
skin cancer).

RETURN OF PREMIUM (ROP)
The ROP rider in force with the existing insurance certificate/policy determines the:
x Original maturity date: the next date on which the covered person becomes entitled to a ROP settlement.
x Portion of premium to be returned: the amount or percentage of paid premiums eligible to be returned
on the original maturity date.

Note:
x
x

Some old ROP riders return annual premiums, not all premiums paid.
Some ROP riders state that the covered person receives 60% of premiums paid, minus claims incurred, for
ROP premiums beginning at age 61 or older. Please check the state-specific ROP language for more details.
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At the time of conversion, the deferred ROP benefit is calculated as follows:
x
x
x
x

Total premiums paid before conversion effective date
Multiplied by a factor (e.g., 60%), if applicable
Minus claims paid or incurred before the conversion effective date
Equals deferred ROP benefit

If the existing certificate/policy includes an ICU rider, the deferred ROP benefit for the ICU rider is calculated
independently. For the covered person to receive the deferred ROP benefit, the converted rider must be in force
when this benefit becomes payable.

The deferred ROP benefit is payable to the covered person on the original maturity date or when the
covered person is diagnosed for the first time with internal cancer, whichever occurs first. The deferred
ROP benefit is not paid more than once. The deferred ROP benefit is not reduced by claims incurred after the
conversion effective date. Claims incurred after the conversion effective date impact the converted
certificate/policy only.

ROP EXAMPLES
CANCER CERTIFICATE/POLICY PURCHASED AT AGE 40:
Annual premium
Certificate/policy converted after five years (age 45)
Claims incurred before conversion
Claims incurred after conversion
Deferred ROP calculation
Premiums paid before conversion
($400 x 5 years)
Minus claims incurred before conversion
Deferred ROP benefit
Deferred ROP benefit of $1,650 is payable:
x On the certificate/policy anniversary date after age 60 (20 years) or
x At first occurrence of internal cancer by certificateholder/policyholder.

$400
$350
$10,000

$2,000
$350
$1,650

Remember: The converted ROP rider must be in force for the deferred ROP benefit to be payable.
CANCER CERTIFICATE/POLICY PURCHASED AT AGE 50:
Annual premium
$500
Certificate/policy converted after seven years (aged 57)
Claims incurred before conversion
$0
Certificateholder/policyholder diagnosed with internal cancer at age 62
Deferred ROP calculation
Premiums paid before conversion
($500 x 7 years)
$3,500
Minus claims incurred before conversion
$0
Deferred ROP benefit
$3,500
x Deferred ROP benefit is paid at age 62, assuming the converted ROP rider was in force when cancer was diagnosed.
x Deferred ROP benefit is payable only once; therefore, it is not paid at age 70.
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CASH VALUE (CV)
The CV rider in force with the existing insurance determines the following:
x Original maturity date: the next date the covered person becomes entitled to a CV settlement.
x Portion of premium to be returned: the amount or percentage of paid premiums eligible to be returned
on the original maturity date.
Note: Some old CV riders return only annual premiums, not all premiums paid.
Some CV riders state the covered person receives only 50% of premiums paid, minus claims incurred, for CV
periods beginning at age 61 or older. Check the rider language for more details.
At the time of conversion, the deferred CV benefit is calculated as:
x Total premiums paid before the conversion effective date
x Multiplied by the factor (e.g., 50%), if applicable
x Minus claims paid or incurred before the conversion effective date
x Equals the deferred CV benefit
If the existing certificate/policy includes an ICU rider, the deferred CV benefit for the ICU rider is calculated
independently. For the covered person to receive the deferred CV benefit, the converted rider must be in force
when this benefit becomes payable.

The deferred CV benefit is payable to the covered person on the original maturity date or when the covered
person is diagnosed for the first time with internal cancer, whichever occurs first. The deferred CV benefit is
not paid more than once.
The deferred CV benefit is not reduced by claims incurred after the conversion effective date. Claims incurred
after the conversion effective date impact the converted certificate/policy only.
If the converted certificate/policy is terminated while the converted CV rider is in force, but before the deferred
CV benefit becomes payable, the deferred CV benefit is paid according to the original table of CV surrender
percentages (see example 3 on page 30).

CV EXAMPLES
CANCER CERTIFICATE/POLICY PURCHASED AT AGE 40:
Annual premium
Certificate/policy converted after five years (age 45)
Claims incurred before conversion
Claims incurred after conversion
Deferred CV calculation
Premiums paid before conversion
($400 x 5 years)
Minus claims incurred before conversion
Deferred CV benefit
Deferred CV benefit of $1,650 is payable:
x On certificate/policy anniversary date after age 65 (25 years), or
x At first occurrence of internal cancer by certificateholder/policyholder

$400
$350
$10,000

$2,000
$350
$1,650

Remember: The converted CV rider must be in force for the deferred CV benefit to be payable.
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CANCER CERTIFICATE/POLICY PURCHASED AT AGE 50:
Annual premium
$500
Certificate/policy converted after seven years (age 57)
Claims incurred before conversion
$0
Certificateholder/policyholder diagnosed with internal cancer at age 62
Deferred CV calculation
Premiums paid before conversion
($500 x 7 years)
$3,500
Minus claims incurred before conversion
$0
Deferred CV benefit
$3,500
x Deferred CV benefit is paid at age 62, assuming that the converted CV rider was in force when cancer was diagnosed.
x Deferred CV benefit is payable only once; therefore, it is not paid at age 75.

CANCER CERTIFICATE/POLICY PURCHASED AT AGE 40
Annual premium
Certificate/policy converted after four years (age 44)
Claims incurred before conversion
Converted certificate/policy terminated after five years (age 49)
Deferred CV calculation
Premiums paid before conversion
($400 x 4 years)
Minus claims incurred before conversion
Deferred CV benefit

$400
$0

$1,600
$0
$1,600 x % stated in original table of
CV surrender percentages for the
years the certificate/policy was in
force
When the converted certificate/policy is terminated, the deferred CV benefit is paid. The amount paid is calculated by multiplying the
deferred CV benefit ($1,600) by the percentage (from the original table of cash value surrender percentages) that applies to a 40-year-old
covered person who kept his/her certificate/policy in force for nine years. This assumes the deferred CV benefit has not been paid.

This approach to conversions with ROP and CV accomplishes two objectives:
1. It provides an incentive to reservice existing groups. Full commissions are paid (first year and renewal) on
all incremental premiums from conversions.
2. It provides an incentive for covered persons to upgrade their coverage. All deferred ROP/CV benefits
under the older certificate/policy are paid back on the original due date or added to the first occurrence
benefit if cancer is diagnosed.
CONVERSION OPTIONS

ACTIONS

x ROP conversion amendment is submitted, signed and dated by
the enrollee and agent.
x Original CV is deferred and paid out at maturity.

CV to ROP
Occurs when the existing certificate/policy has a CV rider and
must be converted to the new certificate/policy with a ROP
rider.
CV to CV
Occurs when the existing certificate/policy has a CV rider and
must be converted to the new certificate/policy with a CV rider.
CV to nonROP
Occurs when the existing certificate/policy has a CV rider and
must be converted to the new certificate/policy without ROP or
CV.

x CV conversion amendment is submitted, signed and dated by
the enrollee and agent.
x Original CV is deferred and paid out at maturity.
x No conversion amendment is submitted.
x Covered person completes the acknowledgement forfeiture of
opportunity for money-back benefits form (ROP/CV-DRP-ACK).
x Covered person receives a percentage of the amount he/she paid
into original certificate/policy based on the CV schedule.
x ROP conversion amendment is submitted, signed and dated by
the enrollee and agent.
x ROP is deferred and paid out at maturity.

ROP to ROP
Occurs when the existing certificate/policy has a ROP rider and
must be converted to the new certificate/policy with a ROP
rider.
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CONVERSION OPTIONS

ACTIONS

x CV conversion amendment is submitted, signed and dated by
the enrollee and agent.
x ROP is deferred and paid out at maturity.
x No conversion amendment is submitted.
x Covered person completes the acknowledgement forfeiture of
opportunity for money-back benefits form (ROP/CV-DRPACK).
x ROP is terminated; there is no payout at maturity.
x No conversion amendment is submitted.

ROP to CV
Occurs when the existing certificate/policy has a ROP rider and
must be converted to the new certificate/policy with a CV rider.
ROP to nonROP
Occurs when the existing certificate/policy has a ROP rider and
must be converted to the new certificate/policy without a ROP
or CV rider.
NonROP to nonROP
Occurs when the existing certificate/policy does not have a ROP
rider and must be converted to the new certificate/policy
without a ROP rider.
NonROP to ROP
Occurs when the existing certificate/policy does not have a ROP
rider and is converted to the new certificate/policy with a ROP
rider.
NonCV to nonCV
Occurs when the existing certificate/policy does not have a CV rider
and is converted to the new certificate/policy without a CV rider.

x No conversion amendment is submitted.

x No conversion amendment is submitted.

CONVERSION OPTIONS AND ACTIONS
NEW CONVERSION RULES

x The main covered person on the original plan must be the same on the converted cancer plan (i.e., the main covered person can’t be
changed on the new certificate/policy).
x The main covered person must be the same on the base cancer certificate/policy and all riders.
x If the ROP/CV rider on the original certificate/policy has been in force:
1. Up to five years from the date the conversion enrollment form was written, the certificateholder/policyholder can convert to
Solutions Cancer product without ROP/CV.
2. More than five years from the date the conversion enrollment form was written, the certificateholder/policyholder must convert
to Solutions Cancer with a ROP/CV rider.

ROP/CV CALCULATION GUIDELINES

x The Solutions Cancer base product and the Alternative Care rider (ACR): Paid premiums and incurred claims under the ACR
are included in the ROP/CV calculation under cancer coverage.
x Premiums paid for the Specified Disease rider on the former Life Choices (CH) plan are included in the ROP/CV calculation
under cancer coverage.
x ICU rider: Calculation of ROP/CV includes paid premiums and incurred claims under the ICU coverage, separate from the cancer
base coverage ROP/CV calculation. The ICU rider is not included in the ROP/CV calculation for base cancer coverage.
x Calculations are based on the effective date of the original ROP/CV rider, which could include a conversion from an old
certificate/policy to Life Choices (CH). In such cases, the calculation is based on the ROP/CV rider effective date of the oldest
certificate/policy.
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INTERNAL REPLACEMENTS
An “internal replacement” is defined as replacing one certificate/policy underwritten by a current or former CNO
Financial Group company with the same type of certificate/policy from a different CNO company. Replacing a
certificate/policy from the same CNO company is handled as a certificate/policy conversion.
x On paper and fax applications, the agent should note on the new business transmittal or in the
application’s “special instructions” section that the certificate/policy is an internal replacement. On
electronic applications, no special steps are needed.
x The new business department reviews each new application to determine if it is a replacement of an
existing certificate/policy. If the application is a replacement, the commission rate is reduced by 50%.
Note: The commission rate reduction is noted on the agent’s commission statement.
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SECTION 7: CHANGES TO CERTIFICATES/POLICIES
Any increase in coverage, reinstatement or conversion should be submitted to the new business department.

ADDING A FAMILY MEMBER
The application to add or remove family members [CCS-A2(ST)], must be completed. Any time a new person is
added to the certificate/policy, the appropriate health questions must be answered. (This does not include
newborns and newly adopted children, who are automatically covered under family policies.) Upon approval, the
family member is added, effective on the next monthly anniversary date of the existing certificate/policy. Newborn
and newly adopted children are covered on all policies for the first 31 days after birth or placement. If an
individual certificateholder/policyholder wants to change to a single parent or family certificate/policy to continue
coverage beyond the 31 days, notification and additional premium are required.

UPGRADES
The following upgrades are allowed:
x Increasing units of first-occurrence express payment
x Plan increases:
o Plan A to Plan B, C or D
o Plan B to Plan C or D
o Plan C to Plan D

UPGRADE TIME LIMITATION
Effective October 2, 2017, upgrades on any new Solutions Cancer and Solutions Cancer PLUS certificates/policies
are allowed only within the first three years of the certificate’s/policy’s effective date. Any upgrade requests
submitted after the third certificate/policy anniversary date will not be accepted.
For any policies in force prior to October 2, 2017, upgrades will be allowed for up to three years after October 2.
Any upgrade requests submitted after October 2, 2020, for policies in force prior to October 2, 2017, will not be
accepted.

ADDING RIDERS
Riders must be added at the same level as the base plan (i.e., family or individual). A new enrollment form (the
same as the one used for new business and conversions) must be completed and submitted for underwriting.
Upon approval, the increased benefits take effect the next monthly anniversary date of the existing
certificate/policy. The original certificate/policy number is retained. The optional cancer benefit rider cannot be
added to an existing policy. A separate certificate/policy must be purchased.
Note: The Alternative Care rider cannot be added to an existing certificate/policy.

REINSTATEMENTS
Certificates/policies with a coverage lapse up to 90 days
The certificate/policy is reinstated as if the coverage lapse had not occurred, with these exceptions:
x The ROP or CV benefit period is extended by the number of days the coverage is inactive.
x Commissions are based on the original effective date and are calculated based on that duration.
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x
x
x

If the certificate/policy is also converted at reinstatement, first-year commissions and production credit
are given on the increase.
The original writing agent’s commissions are protected. If the reinstating agent is a different person,
he/she is compensated only on the increase in premium.
An agent reinstating the certificate/policy receives production credit on any increase in premium between
the original contract and new contract.

Certificates/policies with a ROP or CV rider that lapse for more than 90 days and were in force for up to
five years
There is a two-year period from the lapse date during which the certificate/policy can be reinstated. The two-year
period is based on the date the application is received in the home office. The certificate/policy is reinstated as if
the lapse in coverage had not occurred, except:
x The ROP or CV benefit period is extended by the number of days the coverage is inactive.
x The Benefit Builder and other benefit-accumulator options do not increase benefits during the period the
certificate/policy is inactive.
x Commissions are based on the original effective date and are calculated based on that duration.
x If the certificate/policy is also converted at reinstatement, first-year commissions are paid on the increase in
premium.
x The original writing agent’s commissions are not protected. If the reinstating agent is different, he/she is
compensated on the entire premium.
x The agent reinstating the original contract is given production credit on any incremental increase in
premium between the original contract and new contract.

Certificates/policies without a ROP or CV, lapsed for more than 90 days
x
x

The certificate/policy is considered terminated and cannot be reinstated.
If the covered person wants a new policy, it is treated as a new sale, generating first-year commissions and
production credit for the agent.

Certificates/policies that lapsed more than 90 days and were in force for five or more years
x
x
x

The certificate/policy is considered terminated and cannot be reinstated.
If the covered person wants a new certificate/policy, it is treated as a new sale, generating first-year
commissions and production credit for the agent.
The covered person’s past certificate/policy period does not apply to the new certificate’s/policy’s ROP or CV
accumulation periods.

Certificates/policies that received a cash value payment or want to return CV payment and reinstate
x
x

Reinstatement is not allowed after a CV payment has been sent to an insured.
If the insured sent the uncashed check back to us or sent a personal check to Washington National, we do
not allow a reinstatement of the certificate/policy.
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SECTION 8: COMPENSATION
GENERAL
No commission (first-year or renewals) is paid on business written if anyone to be covered under the
certificate/policy is 71 or older at enrollment. Full first-year commissions are paid on sales to
certificateholders/policyholders who are 70 or younger at enrollment, and renewal commissions are paid for the
life of the certificate/policy. On family certificates/policies, both the certificateholder/policyholder and spouse
must be aged 70 or younger at enrollment for commissions to be paid.

NEW SALES
First-year commissions are paid on the base certificate/policy and money-back rider premiums according to the
percentages in the commission schedule in effect with your marketing agreement on the date the enrollment form
is received in the home office.
Renewal commissions are paid on the base certificate/policy and optional riders according to the percentages
shown in the commission schedule in effect with your marketing agreement on the date the enrollment form is
received in the home office. Rider commission varies based on type and state.
No renewal commissions are paid on ROP/CV rider premiums.

CONVERSION SALES
Conversions can occur only between two Washington National insurance products. Conversions from other
companies’ specified disease products are not allowed.
x
x
x

The original writing agent and hierarchy continue to receive commission on the original amount of
premium and at the same certificate/policy duration (first year or renewal).
The new writing agent and hierarchy receive first-year commission on the amount of premium increase
above the original premium amount.
Renewal commissions on the original premium amount for the old plan continue to be paid to the
original agent without regard to the conversion.

INTERNAL REPLACEMENTS
The new business department reviews each new application to determine if it is a replacement of an existing
certificate/policy. If the application is a replacement, the commission rate is reduced by 50%.
If a certificate/policy is cancelled and we determine that a new policy of the same type was issued in the 120 days
before cancellation, 100% of paid commission on the replacement certificate/policy will be charged back and 100%
of production credit will be reversed.

UPGRADES
When upgrading coverage within the Washington National Solutions Cancer product (e.g., purchasing additional
units of the first-occurrence express payment), new commission is calculated on the incremental difference in
premium between the original plan and new plan. Commissions on the incremental premium are calculated
according to the same schedules in effect for new sales.
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ADVANCES/CHARGEBACKS
Advances are the prepayment of commission based on annualized premium. Advances are calculated by agent
setup on all newly issued business, including upgrades and conversions. Not all agents are on advances.
The formula to calculate commission advances is:
(Modal premium) x (mode) x (commission rate) x (advance rate) = advance amount
Example: $35 x 12 x 35% x 60% = $88.20

Advance balances are recovered as commission is earned. The advance balance of any certificate/policy that terminates
before the amount is recovered is charged back immediately and transferred to the secondary one balance.

COMMISSION EARNINGS
The formula to calculate commission earnings is:
(Commissionable premium collected) x (commission rate) = commission earned

Earned commissions and advance activity are applied first to pay off outstanding primary account debt. Earned
commissions and advance activity exceeding the debt in primary and minus secondary paybacks is paid to the
agent as a check or EFT.

ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER (EFT)
Advances and commissions are paid via EFT, which helps expedite payment and eliminates the agent’s wait for
a check.

COMMISSION PAYMENTS
The minimum payment is $25. Primary balances that do not meet the minimum payout accumulate until this
minimum is met. At that time, an EFT is issued for the net balance. The file transmission is sent to the bank on
each Monday, excluding holidays.

COMMISSION STATEMENTS
Commission statements include detail by certificate/policy of premium processed and commission activity.
Statements are generated weekly for all activity during the week’s pay period for every active agent and manager.
All business processed Monday–Friday is reflected on the weekly commission statement. Commission statements
may be viewed at WNbizlink.com. New statements are posted by 8:00 A.M. ET every Monday.
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SECTION 9: MARKETING MATERIALS
MARKETING MATERIALS AND FORMS USAGE
The insurance industry is state-regulated. For that reason, Washington National product availability and forms
required to sell policies vary by state.
If you have questions regarding product availability or form requirements, please consult the home office. Please
don't assume that policies available in one state are available in another state, or that the required forms are the same.

WNBIZLINK.COM
Our online portal, WNbizlink.com, provides easy-to-find product information, news and field updates. You can
access forms and marketing materials on WNbizlink.com or by contacting agent care. Registration is required for
first-time users. You can view materials on your screen, send them to your printer or download them for later use.
On-hand supplies are normally mailed within 48 hours after an order is received. All supplies are sent by FedEx®
ground delivery. There is no charge for most materials and no charge for ground delivery. Expedited shipping can
be requested for an additional charge. If you need help, please call agent care at (888) 754-3406. A representative
can help you place an order or determine the status of your order.
Need help accessing WNbizlink.com? Contact the help desk, (800) 888-4918, ext. 72269.

CREATING ADVERTISING AND MARKETING MATERIALS
Advertising is anything intended to generate interest in a specific insurance product, company or agent. This
includes, but is not limited to, website information and other online services; product brochures; newsletters;
agent recruiting materials; prospecting letters; print, radio, television and all other forms of media advertising;
illustration and presentation materials; and business cards and stationery.
You may not publish, advertise, use or promote any material concerning our policies/certificates without written
approval from the home office. For example, you're authorized to use a comparison statement between a
competitor's product and a Washington National product only if that statement is approved in writing by the
home office prior to use. Failure to submit advertising may result in termination of the agent contract. Please
allow sufficient time for the review and approval process.
Please email all requests for approval to: WNmaterialsreview@WashingtonNational.com.
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SECTION 10: CLAIMS
Claim forms are available on WNbizlink.com and WashingtonNational.com.
When a claim form is submitted, all required sections must be completed by the certificateholder/policyholder
and the attending physician. All documentation, such as hospital bills, doctor bills, etc., should be attached to the
completed form.
MAIL ALL SOLUTIONS CANCER CLAIM FORMS TO:

DIRECT EXPRESS PACKAGES TO:

Claim Processing
Washington National Insurance Company
P.O. Box 2024
Carmel, IN 46082

Claim Processing—2024
Washington National Insurance Company
11825 N. Pennsylvania Street
Carmel, IN 46032

Cancer, Alternative Care and ICU claims are paid promptly upon receipt of the completed claim forms and all
required documentation.

SUBMITTING A CLAIM
When submitting a claim, you and your clients should pay careful attention to these guidelines to ensure the
process moves quickly and benefits are processed without delay. The proper documentation must be received
before benefits can be considered.
x Submit a fully completed and signed claim form.
x Be sure to include the provider’s name, address and phone number with all claims.
x Provide the first diagnosis date for the health condition for which bills are being submitted.
x Submit itemized bills (e.g., hospital, medical, surgical, physician, anesthesia, etc.) that include dates of
service, procedure codes and diagnosis codes.
x Submit pathology reports for all biopsies.
x For all inpatient confinements, submit completed physician statements with a diagnosis, along with the
corresponding itemized hospital bills.
x For radiation/chemotherapy benefits, submit an itemized bill showing each date of treatment with the
charges for each date.

TOP THREE REASONS CLAIMS ARE DELAYED
1. The itemized bill is not included.
2. The pathology report is not included.
3. Procedure and/or diagnosis codes are not included.
Information about a certificateholder/policyholder paid benefits on his/her Washington National
certificate/policy may only be used if written permission is obtained from the certificateholder/policyholder and
the permission has not expired.
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CONTESTABLE REVIEW
Knowing the ins and outs of contestable review will help you support a client who files a claim during the
contestable period of his or her certificate/policy.

What is contestable review?
Insurance companies have a limited amount of time to challenge or contest the validity of a certificate/policy
based on the certificateholder’s/policyholder’s answers to application questions. In most circumstances, the
“contestable period” is the first two years of a new certificate/policy, conversion, reinstatement or upgrade. Claims
incurred during this time frame trigger a contestable investigation where the claims department collects
information to verify the accuracy of the information provided by the certificateholder/policyholder.

Which policies are subject to a contestable review?
All Washington National policies are subject to a contestable review except guarantee-issue (GI) policies. The
extent of the review depends on the type of certificate/policy. For example, the base plan of an accident
certificate/policy wouldn’t be reviewed. However, the optional disability coverage on an accident certificate/policy,
which requires health questions on the application, is reviewed for contestability.
Note: Coverage amounts over the GI limit are also subject to a contestable review.

How many claims undergo a contestable review?
Approximately 3% of Washington National’s claims in a year undergo a contestable review.

How long does the contestable review process take?
Length of the contestable review depends on how quickly the certificatholder/policyholder and their medical
provider(s) return the required information. Some reviews take 90 days or longer to complete, while others are
completed more quickly.
Washington National will expedite the processing time once the claim has been approved to be processed
following the contestable review.

What are common reasons for delays during the contestable review?
The following circumstances can delay the contestable review investigation:
x Incomplete sections within the claim packet, such as, authorization dates and primary care physician
information
x Certificateholder/policyholder failure to complete forms sent by our claims department when a provider
requires a different authorization to receive medical records
x Delays in receiving a doctor’s response, a valid medical record authorization form, medical records and
the employer response if required

What documentation is needed to complete a contestable review?
To complete a review, our claims department requires the following information from the
certificateholder/policyholder:
x A fully completed claim form for the appropriate benefits being claimed. All sections should be
completed, including the following:
o A list of primary care physicians, with complete contact information, visited during the look-back
years (The look-back period varies by product and is specified on the application.)
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o
o

A signed authorization to obtain medical information
A physician’s statement, and

Once all necessary information referenced above is received, our claims department may request the following
additional information from outside agencies or resources:
x Prescription history
x Physician questionnaire and applicable medical records
x Employer questionnaire

What happens if the contestable review shows misstatements?
If, during the contestable investigation, potential misstatements are identified, our claims department will request
an agent statement from the original writing agent. The statement will ask questions related to the medical
questions answered by the certificateholder/policyholder within the application and relied upon to issue coverage.
Note: If it’s decided that any portion of the certificate/policy shouldn’t have been issued due to misstatements on
the application, correspondence will be sent to the certificateholder/policyholder explaining the results of the
investigation.


IF…

THEN…

A misstatement is found in the base
certificate/policy
A misstatement is found about a secondary
insured

A letter will be mailed to the certificateholder/policyholder, the certificate/policy will
be canceled and all premiums will be refunded.
An option letter will be mailed to the certificateholder/policyholder giving him or her
30 days to either cancel and receive refund of all premiums or remove the secondary
insured and return any prorated premiums.
An option letter will be mailed to the certificateholder/policyholder giving him or her
30 days to cancel and receive refund of all premiums or keep the base
certificate/policy in place and remove optional coverages and return any prorated
premiums

A misstatement is found in secondary coverage,
but the base coverage isn’t affected

How can you help your client expedite the contestable review process?
If your client contacts you for assistance, you can help him or her prepare for the review by:
x Helping your client understand the contestable review process and requirements.
x Reminding him or her to fully complete the claim form, including all sections, authorization dates and
physician information.
x Helping your client understand what can create processing delays, including:
o Incomplete forms.
o Provider delays in responding to Washington National’s requests for information.
o Provider requests for payment of records.
x

Helping your client understand what not to do:
o They should not pay for anything Washington National has requested. Washington National will pay
the provider for records requested on the certificateholder’s/policyholder’s behalf.
o They should not collect any medical information on behalf of Washington National.
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SECTION 11: FORMS AND INSTRUCTIONS
SAMPLE FORMS FOR NEW SALES AND CONVERSIONS
State-specific forms and marketing materials are available at WNbizlink.com.
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x

New business enrollment form (CHIC-6025R) should be used to apply for a Washington National
Solutions Cancer certificate/policy.
A HOPE application (HOPE-APP) must accompany the application in states where HOPE membership is
required.
The new business transmittal form (C-NBT) must accompany applications sent to the home office for
new business, conversions and upgrades. Up to 10 applications can be submitted on one transmittal form.
A worksite group profile (WIS-GRPPRO) must be completed and included with business submitted for
each new group.
The request to draft premium by EFT form (CI-747) allows the customer to have initial certificate/policy
premium drafted, continuous monthly drafting or both.
The payroll premium deduction authorization only form (CHIC-AUTH) authorizes the employer to
deduct premiums from the employee’s payroll check. It must be completed for all payroll sales and left
with the group’s payroll administrator.
The exclusion rider (CHIC-8064) is completed if an applicant is to be excluded from coverage.
Medicare notice (CHIC-9004) must be completed if an applicant is 65 or older.
Conversion amendments (ROP or CV) must accompany the appropriate conversion form:
o ROP/ROP (CHIC-8042)
o CV/CV (CHIC-8043)
o CV/ROP (CHIC-8044)
o ROP/CV (CHIC-8049)
The cancer treatment history form (CTH-95) is used if an individual who originally was excluded through
an exclusion rider is eligible to apply for coverage under the original certificate/policy after he/she is
cancer-free with no treatment for internal malignancy for at least 10 years. This form must be submitted
to indicate the applicant has been without cancer treatment for 10 or more years.

Note: Additional state-specific forms may be required. Log in to WNbizlink.com for details.

NEW BUSINESS ENROLLMENT FORM INSTRUCTIONS
Section I
x
x
x

For a conversion of existing coverage, respond with yes or no.
For an upgrade of existing coverage, respond with yes or no.
Important: Provide the existing account number when answering yes to either question.

Section II
x
x
x

Enter the enrollee’s full name, sex, date of birth, age, Social Security number, address and phone number.
A Social Security number is required for the primary applicant.
Important: Spouse’s name, date of birth and age must be completed when applying for family coverage.
Children’s names should be included if they meet eligibility requirements.
Complete all employment and occupation information.
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Section III
x

x
x

For cancer coverage, check yes or no next to the cancer questions. If yes, check the appropriate box, write
in name(s) of the person(s) and check the appropriate exclusion rider. Check yes or no next to the
preleukemic question. If yes, write in the name(s) of the person(s) and check the appropriate exclusion
rider.
For ICU coverage, check yes or no. If yes, write in the name(s) of the person(s) and check the appropriate
exclusion rider. Have the applicant answer this question only if he or she is applying for ICU coverage.
All applicants must answer yes or no to all insurance questions. If yes, write in the name(s) of the
person(s) and check the appropriate exclusion rider.

Section IV
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Check individual, family or single parent.
Check the option of cancer coverage and riders.
Indicate the number of additional first-occurrence express payment units to be purchased.
Transfer the premium amounts from the rate sheet to the appropriate benefit category.
On the line marked “HOPE,” add $.10 for the HOPE monthly fee.
Check the appropriate billing mode for payroll deduction, either monthly or the selected frequency (10pay, 13-pay, etc.).
Indicate how the first premium is being remitted.
Make sure all checks are made payable to Washington National Insurance Company.
For nonpayroll payment modes, check the appropriate mode.

Section V
x

List the applicable information for dependants.

Section VI
x
x

The enrollee’s statement section must be signed and dated. The city and state also must be entered.
The enrollee must sign and date the HOPE application.

Section VII
x

The agent must sign and date the enrollment form and list his/her agent number and agency name

LEAVE-BEHIND FORMS
Certain forms are required to be left with the applicant at the time of the initial sale. Physical copies of the forms
below are required to be left with the applicant regardless of the enrollment method (electronic or paper). Leavebehind forms can be ordered under WN Resources on WNbizlink.com.
x Privacy Form [W
WNPRIV-FORM-APP]—all applicants
x Medical Authorization Form [M
MEDAUTH-FORM-PRE]—all applicants
x Replacement Notice [110RN(G)]—if applicable
x Outline of Coverage [Form# varies based on coverage selected. Refer to application book for appropriate
x Outline of Coverage Form(s).] —all applicants
x Conditional Receipt [C
CIC-CONDITIONALRECEIPT] —all applicants
x Medicare Booklet [M
MEDICARE-GUIDE] —if applicant is eligible for Medicare
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ETHICS HOTLINE
At Washington National, we value ethics, fairness and personal responsibility. It’s up to each of us to report
actions that are illegal, unethical or inconsistent with the CNO Code of Business Conduct and Ethics.
Our door is always open to raise concerns when you don’t feel comfortable reaching out resources within your
organization, which is why we have the Ethics Hotline (previously referred to as In Touch).
x The Ethics Hotline is confidential, secure and anonymous.
x The Ethics Hotline is available 24/7 365 days a year.
x You can report an issue by calling (855) TELL-CNO or by emailing TellCNO@GetInTouch.com.
The Ethics Hotline phone number and email address are operated by In Touch, an independent third party. Your
identity and contact information will not be disclosed to CNO—unless you clearly state in your report that you
wish to be identified.

In the state of South Dakota, it is required that a copy of the appropriate outline of coverage for any product sold
is left with every customer at point of sale. All outlines of coverage are available on WNbizlink.com.
South Dakota mandate SDCL 58-17-11 requires that "every individual health insurance certificate/policy or
contract, except single premium nonrenewable policies or contracts, issued for delivery in South Dakota on or
after December 31, 1966, by an insurance company, nonprofit hospital service plan, or medical service
corporation, shall have printed thereon or attached thereto a notice stating in substance that the person to whom
the certificate/policy or contract is issued shall be permitted to return the certificate/policy or contract within ten
days of its delivery to said purchaser and to have the premium paid refunded if, after examination of the
certificate/policy or contract, the purchaser is not satisfied with it for any reason. If a
certificateholder/policyholder or purchaser pursuant to such notice, returns the certificate/policy or contract to
the company or association at its home or branch office or to the insurance producer through whom it was
purchased, it is void from the beginning and the parties shall be in the same position as if no certificate/policy or
contract had been issued."
It is the responsibility of the agent that ROP or CV benefits are accurately explained to every
certificateholder/policyholder. ROP and CV explanatory aids are available for order on WNbizlink.com.
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Insurers and their representatives are not permitted by law to offer tax or legal advice. The general and educational information here supports
the sales, marketing and service of insurance policies. Based upon individuals’ particular circumstances and objectives, they should seek specific
advice from their own qualified and duly-licensed independent tax or legal advisers.
Washington National Insurance Company
Home Office
11825 N. Pennsylvania Street
Carmel, IN 46032
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